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Cincinnati College of Mortuary Science Students Assist First Responders 

 

On October 6, 2016 twenty students and three faculty from the Cincinnati 
College of Mortuary Science (CCMS) assisted Hamilton County officials 
conducting an Active Shooter Exercise at the General Electric Aviation 
facility in Evendale, Ohio.  Students participated in wound moulage to take 
the appearance of shooting victims, which added a degree of realism to the 
event.  “The Chief of Police came up to me at the end of the exercise and 
stated that his first officer into the complex was shocked by the realism of 
the wounds” said Jack E. Lechner, Jr., President of CCMS.    

 
The exercise brought Evendale Police, Evendale Emergency Medical Services Personnel, Hamilton County 
Dispatchers, General Electric Security personnel, and General Electric employees together for the day long 
exercise that emulated an active shooter situation occurring at the General Electric facility. 
 
Before the “shooter” made his way through the building randomly shooting employees, student victims from 
CCMS were cosmetized to appear as realistic victims of a shooting.  Wanda Lee, CCMS Clinical Lab Director, 
explained that “one group of students served as victims and a second group of student volunteers used moulage 
kits to create simulated wounds on the victims in accordance with the script of wounds prepared by the Evendale 
EMS Medical Director.” 
 
Once the “shooter” had been neutralized by the responding police, EMS personnel searched the building for the 
wounded, triaged the victims, and evacuated them to treatment areas and awaiting ambulances. 
 
“The drill appeared life like in every aspect; police, EMS, victims, and confused employees everywhere” said 
Lechner, “our students were grateful to have the opportunity to use their skills to assist the community.  It is sad 
that officials need to practice for this type of event, but it is comforting to know we have highly trained first 
responders ready to assist.” 
 
The students and faculty were invited to participate in the hotwash after the event.  CCMS didn’t waste any time 
bringing the newly learned lessons about Active Shooter response back to the college.  The following Monday, 
President Lechner addressed an assembly of the entire college faculty, staff, and student body where everyone 
viewed the Homeland Security Active Shooter video “Run>Hide>Fight.”   
 
Our students understand that an active shooter event is a real possibility,  
anywhere at any time, and that preparedness is imperative to reduce the  
effects.  Helping the community first responders was a rare opportunity  
to give back to those who give us so much every day.  “The security lessons  
learned, coupled with the college’s new security access system will go a long  
way towards maintaining our safe and secure learning environment for our  
students” said Lechner.    
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